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About This Content

Unreceptive to Blood Bowl for many long years, the great Kislev empire has recently become very keen on this sport. The spark
was lit by a rumour about the great Tsarina, who supposedly had an “adventure” with a young blitzer. The popularity of she that

is called the Ice Queen is such that all young Kislevite males decided to take on the sport in order to seduce her.

STRENGTHS
The Kislev Circus is known for its players’ acrobatic abilities and as most of its players are able to use both Leap and Very Long

Legs, the Kislev teams are maneuverable, and allow for very unpredictable strategies. Though pricy, the Blitzers are the real
stars of the team.

WEAKNESSES
Being the Old World’s foremost gymnasts has its downsides, as the Kislev players are fragile and may struggle to progress

against more aggressive teams. Likewise, and though they are relying on their catchers to advance the ball, unlocking passing
skills will require doubles.
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blood bowl 2 kislev circus guide. blood bowl 2 cirque du kislev. blood bowl 2 kislev circus. blood bowl 2 kislev circus roster.
blood bowl 2 cirque kislev

A re-imagining of the not quite official Slann teams. If you need to find tactics or skill guides you want to look up Slann
because the stats are identical. Some might complain and call it a lazy reskin, but I imagine GW didn't want them to add Slann
teams and they came up with this as a compromise. Here is hoping we see Chaos Pact in Blood Bowl III since they added
Underworld in Blood Bowl 1 and now "Slann" in Blood Bowl 2 that is the only new team we are missing out on (and the coolest
one too).. Really solid team and definatley worth it.
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